Quicklink STS410
Achieve a full production workflow with the
STS410, an all-in-one hybrid switcher.

Pre-screen, control and manage guest

participants in a conferencing room with

additional participants that can view and listen
to the live program in a virtual waiting room.

This powerful hybrid switcher also includes the power of the cloud with custom overlays, as
well as streaming and professional hardware broadcast outputs.



Guest participants in a mix-minus

Conference room with independent
outputs, plus program and preview



as NDI/RTMP/SRT

conferencing call inputs including





Slack



callers with included Skype TX



Support for simultaneous video

Microsoft Teams, Zoom, Discord and





Native support for up to 4 Skype

integration

Additional streaming outputs with

independent configuration and

simultaneous program output record
HD-SDI and HDMI input and output
Cloud-based controller

Presentation or screen sharing in full-

frame rate HD resolution

Independent HD recording for each

guest participant

Third-party integration with

Singular.live and Flowics

Quicklink Manager
The Quicklink Manager allows simple and
intuitive management of links and

contributors from one central portal, from

any global location, using a secure Chrome
web browser. Various layers of operational

security including two factor authentication
and end to end encryption ensure the

highest levels of data security and integrity.
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An easy-to-use, all-in-one complete solution combining the
power of the cloud and the cost-effectiveness of a single
hardware unit

Quicklink Switcher
The Quicklink Switcher is an easy-to-use

software which integrates all the tools to

create a professional production. From this
interface you can build, edit and customise

your scenes to build your ideal production.

Quicklink Cloud-based Controller
Quicklink’s Cloud-based Controller is a

web-based interface for scene and source

selection. The Controller allows any desktop,
mobile or tablet device to remotely control
shortcuts, switching and titles.
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